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struggle with this type of promotion, few gain much from their article promotion, they need some solid

take-action information. Here is where you come in, as the authority, the expert when it comes to article

marketing, showing them step by step how to make the most of their marketing. As you provide them with

actionable information, you have the opportunity to suggest or point them to products and services that

earn you nice commissions. You'll be getting everything you need to not only build a large profitable

mailing list in this popular niche, but you'll have pre-written messages ready to send to your buying

subscribers. This package includes everything you need to build a list and mail to your list on a regular

basis, which means more opportunities to sell them something. It's a complete package because, you'll

get a well done, ready-to-go article marketing squeeze web page and matching confirmation web page.

Just insert your Opt-in form, upload the webpages and it's ready to start building a list for you, and talking

to that subscribers, all on auto-pilot. You will be getting 12 Pre-Written messages dedicated to make the

best of article marketing. Add your money links or affiliate links, or any links you wish for that matter, copy

and paste the messages into your Autoresponder series and your done. It's very simple and easy. With all

the article marketing affiliate products and services, you won't run out of ways to profit from a article

marketing list any time soon. The messages are even pre-formated to 65 characters per line to save you

time, you don't need to edit the line lengths, it's already been done for you! These messages are high

quality with a large amount of text and well written text at that, with over 7,700 words! Talk about some

content! We've even revamped the email Subject lines to help improve open rates. To give you an idea of

what this eCourse covers: What article marketing can do for your business Some great benefits of article

marketing How to Develop your effective article marketing strategy Creating effective article content

Generating Traffic to your website with Articles How articles can boost your SEO Ranking Best use of

articles for search engine traffic Another easy way to promote your articles The difference between article

marketing and writing Most Important aspect of article marketing Taking full advantage of article

directories Article submission tips for maximum exposure Messages come in both TXT and Word Doc

formatt for easy use. Each email message comes with a closing hook at the end of each message to

keep your subscribers looking forward to your next email and more likely to open your mails, which can

mean a much more responsive list for you and a much better chance of making sales! There is even

more... You'll also be getting pre-made Article Marketing Clickbank ads you can copy and paste into the

messages where you want. Insert your Clickbank affiliate Id and they are ready to go. There are 4



different Digital Products with 4 high quality ads for each product, 16 ads in total. Or you can use your

own. You could even try some instant commission programs. Pre-made Ads for these well converting

Article Marketing Related programs: Entrepreneur's Guide to Article Marketing Article Marketing Robot

Magic Article-Rewriter Article Marketing Domination You'll also be getting a load of extra content with this

package, including the following: Extra Paragraphs with Over 4,800 Words, And... Extra Titles with over

600 words, Plus, there are Extra Opening and Closing Paragraphs with over 1,200 words. That's over

14,000 words of high quality article marketing text content! You don't need to write a word! It's already

done for you. Talk about saving time and perfect if you don't want to write. The extra content comes in

both MS Word and TXT format. Use the extra content to create even more article marketing

autoresponder messages, or use the extra titles to spicy up your blog posts or report titles, even article

titles. Add the openings and closings content to PLR articles to make them much more unique. Use the

extra content to drip feed into your blog. Plenty of uses just with the extra content! This package also

comes with PSD images files for the so you can brand the squeeze and confirm webpages, ebook

graphics and edit them exactly how you want. You could also add your name or your website address.

You become the article marketing expert and guru by branding yourself or your business, which means

more trust from your readers. You could use these article marketing Autoresponder message Series as a

brand new AR Series or add them to a series you currently have running for extra messages and even

more opportunities to profit from your growing list. "Discover How To Harness The Incredible Power Of

Article Marketing For Your Business?" The Article Marketing Magic Newsletter will provide you with

proven and effective information, techniques and tips that will help you understand how article marketing

can work for your business, plus show you how to use it to drive more traffic to your website, attract more

customers and achieve better rankings! Are You Ready To Learn Valuable Information That Will Help

You Harness The Power Of Article Marketing For Your Business? Inside each issue of the Article

Marketing Magic Newsletter, you will receive easy to understand information on how you can successfully

use article marketing to promote your business, attract more customers, improve your site's search

engine ranking and increase it's traffic. You will also learn some great tips and techniques that you can

use to create and effective article marketing strategy, write great content, craft a winning resource box,

plus how to properly submit your articles for maximum exposure! Inside every issue of the "Article

Marketing Magic" newsletter you'll learn valuable information on how you can successfully master to the



art of article marketing for your business! You learn things like: You'll learn what article marketing is, what

it can do for your business and how to harness its potential for yourself. How to develop an effective

article marketing strategy that will help you make the most out of every article that you write and submit.

The importance of creating highly targeted article content and why it is important to your overall success.

How to effectively use article marketing strategies on your website to ensure that you reach your intended

target market. The best way to use articles to generate massive amounts of website traffic. How to use

article marketing to significantly boost search engine ranking! And that's just the beginning. Once you join

the "Article Marketing Magic" newsletter you will have access to great information in every issue that will

help you learn how to effectively write and submit articles that will increase your overall success! Product

Rights: You can: [YES] Customized issues can be given away via subscription [YES] Squeeze pages can

be customized [YES] Content can be renamed, rewritten or edited. [YES] You can add your name to the

messages as the author. [YES] Your links can be added to the messages [YES] The messages can be

used as website/blog content with changes made. [YES] Content can be broken down into articles. [YES]

Content can be added to autoresponder courses. [YES]Content can be compiled into an e-book and sold

as a PDF file only [YES] Subscriptions can be offered as a bonus You Cannot: [NO] You can claim

copyright to any of this content unless substantial changes are made that legally separate the original

content with your own rewritten content, articles or products. (Basically "substantial changes" means that

your reedited/rewritten versions bear NO resemblance to the original content). [NO] Can sell the PLR

Newsletter content or sets in any way [NO] Can be offered through auction sites [NO] Can sell Resale

Rights [NO] Can sell Master Resale Rights [NO] Can sell Private Label Rights
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